In the framework of the minimal 5U(2)L X 5U(2h X U(l) theory, the possibility of large CP violating asymmetries in Bs decays is investigated. We show that a certain class of models where the CP symmetry is violated spontaneously and a relatively light We is allowed leads naturally to large CP asymmetries in the nonleptonic decays (~20%) and in the semileptonic decays (~20%) for a certain mass domain of We. The decay modes Bs~Ds*15s*, DsDs and </J¢ will be promising ones for finding CP violation.
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§ 1. Introduction
There is a great interest in B meson system .. The observation of lifetimes and branching ratios of both Bd and Bs decays enables the complete determination of the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix. More importantly; there isa great chance to find CP violation phenomena in B decays. The standard model predicts CP asymmetries of 5~ 15% in some nonleptonic decays of B d •
I )
Some of these asymmetries are essentially free from QCD dynamics which has been a crucial obstacle for the theoretical study of the CP violation in K decays. Their experimental observation will provide a crucial test for the KM scheme of quark mixing and CP violation.
In contrast to Bd decays, Bs decays are considered to be less interesting although the data of Bs-Es mixing combined with that of B d-Ed mixing will give an unambiguous determination of the left-handed KM matrix element (UL)td . . This is because the CP violation in Bs decays is predicted to be very small in the standard model. Here, we would like to emphasize the importance of Bs decays: The observation of the CP violation in Bs decays implies the existence of a new mechanism of CP violation. In addition, if a sizable CP violation exists, its observation would be much easier than that in Bd decays. The branching ratios of the Bs decay into a certain CP eigenstates are not so small as those in Bd decays, e. g., Br(Bs -+ Ds * 15s *) ~ a few· 10-
,
Br (Bs-+Ds15s)~ 10-2 and Br (Bs-+¢¢)~5x10-3.I) Thus, such Bs decay modes would give us a good chance of observing new CP violation phenomena.
Recently, London and Wyler made an analysis of a class of left-right symmetric models in which the right-handed W-boson, WR,. can be light.
)
They pointed out a possibility that if a fine tuning is allowed, the Bs-Es mixing can be small and there is CP violation in CCibibbo allowed Bs decays. Nishiura, Takasugi and Tanaka explored the possibility of light WR in a spontaneous CP violation scheme and discussed the Bs-Es mixing qualitatively.3) They found that large CP asymmetries in nonleptonic decays ( ~ 20%) and in semileptonic decays ( ~ 20%) could appear rather naturally in Bs decays for a cetain mass region of WR • On the bas~s of this model, we shall make a quantitative analysis of CP violating phenomena in Bs decays in this paper.
Our results are summarized in Figs. 3~5 which exhibit the MWR dependence of the Bs-Bs mixing parameter xs=2IM121/r, the CP asymmetry parameter in the nonleptonic decay ANL and that in the semileptonic decay ASL for various mt values. The domains of MWR corresponding to full lines are the allowed regions which are derived from the analysis of the KL-Ks mass difference, the CP violation parameter £ in the KO-go mixing, the direct CP violation parameter £' in KL ---+ 7r7T: decay, the B d-Bd mixing and new information on the strength of the quark transitions b---+ c, u. These figures show that Xs could be as small as Xd of Bd system. This is due to the destructive interference between the right-handed W contribution and that of the standard left·handed W. Since the standard left-handed W contribution is almost CP conserving, the cancellation enhances the CP violation in Bs-Bs mixing. By virtue of the small XS, ANL and ASL can become very large. As we shall see in § 3, these results are derived rather naturally in the spontaneous CP violation scheme.
In § 2, we shall illustrate how large CP asymmetries in Bs decays occur in the
we give a brief explanation of our model of spontaneous CP violation and discuss the CP violation in the Bs system. Conclusions are given in § 4. § 2. General remarks on large CP violation in Bs-lis mixing
In the following, we shall consider a model where the right-handed neutrino VR is heavy. In this model, the right~handed weak interaction does not contribute to the semileptonic decays of b quark. Hence, the data on B meson semileptonic decays can be used to determine the KM matrix elements I( UL)Cbl and I( UL)Ubl. As a result UL is expressed in the W olfenstein form, On the other hand, the structure of UR (the right-handed charged current mixing matrix) is left open. Here, we shall discuss its structure in connection with the possible large CP -violation in Bs-Bs mixing.
The dispersive part of the Bs-Bs mixing matrix element M12 consists mainly of two terms, (2) where (6) with
. 6 ) This situation is typically realized if we assume (9) Here, the phase eia is the one from the WL -WR mixing. The important fact is that this form of UR allows light WR of order 400 GeV, which was discussed by Langacker and Sankar 7 ) and by Nishiura, Takasugi and Tanaka.
3 )
With use of the above form of UR, we find UR is assumed to have a special form in Eq. (9). Mf{ is derived from the WL and WR propagating diagram with c and t intermediating quarks.
In Fig. 1 
where pf=A(13s-> f)/A(Bs-> f). The negative sign in the second equality is due to the fact that B(xc,xt,/3) < O. Thus, the asymmetry ANL is less than l/xs ~ 10%. The precise value of ANL depends on the process and the value of y-o. The CP asymmentry in the semileptonic decay is given by
This is because Ilz is determined by the left-handed interaction and thus it is almost real in our phase convention. The CP asymmetry is at most of order of ASL shows a similar behavior to A NL. Needless to say, this situation crucially depends on phases in VR even though the structure of VR is assumed.
In general, it is hard to control complex phases in VR in the way that we hoped as above. However, we argue that this situation is rather naturally realized in a spontaneous CP violation scenario. We argue that VR of the form (9) is realized in this scenario. The overall phase e ia comes from the WL -WR mixing and it plays a role in the CP violation phenomena through the WL -WR mixing. Thus, its contribution is of order ~ sina with ~ being the WL -WR mixing angle. Other phases, e iP , e i7 and e ill are from the diagonalization of quark mass matrices. They appear in CP violation phenomena through the WR propagation and thus in the form of the relative angles, p-r, r-8 and 8-p. Their contributions are of the order of /3=(MwL/MwRY times these relative angles. In the spontaneous CP violation scenario, all the CP violation phenomena in the weak boson sector come from the same origin and the above-mentioned contributions are expected to be of the same order. Thus, sine r- 8) would be of order ~//3 which is small in the relatively light WR,scenario. In this way, the spontaneous CP violation scenario accomodates naturally the condition of small sine r-8) and thus large CP violation in the Bs system. An example of this scenario will be given in the next section. § 3. A model of large CP violation in Bs-Jis mixing In this section, we shall discuss Bs-Bs mixing in the framework of the model which was discussed in our previous paper.
give a brief explanation of this model.
The model is based on the spontaneous CP violation in the minimal SU(2h 
Here, we kept (i,j)=(c,t) and (t,t) terms because of the structure of UR and the appearance of the ) XiXj factor in B(Xi,Xj,/3). Note that there is a contribution from the (t,c) term which is a small real one of the order r2. This enters as a correction to the (e,t) term. Apparently, the first term (the (c,t)term) in the parenthesis is the dominant one, but it is real. The next leading term (the (t,t) term) is suppressed by

=-l.
Before going into the details of the CP violation in Bs system, we briefly explain how parameters in the model are determined and how the constraint on M WR and mt is derived: The semileptonic b~ e, u transitions occur through the left-handed interaction because VR is heavy. Thus, A in UL is determined from the semileptonic decay width and the constraint on p is given from the ratio of the strength of b~ c transition to b~u, because the CP violation parameter TJ is small. Now, we consider the Bd -Ed mixing. Because rand s' are small, the contribution from the WL and W R propagating box diagram is small. Therefore, the mixing parameter Xd is essentially the same as that in the standard model and is determined by p and mt. Once mt is given, the experimental data on Xd determines p. Then, the constraint on p from the semileptonic decays gives the restriction to mt as shown in Fig. 2 . The broken lines show the allowed regions of mt for various values of IB) BB , where the parameter IB is the strength of the leptonic decay of Bd and BB is the correction factor to the vacuum insertion calculation. Next, we turn to the CP violation in K decay. Since TJ is small, the left-handed interaction is not important for theCP violation. The E parameter is derived from the WL and WR propagating box diagram with c and t intermediating quarks. Since this box diagram vanishes for s'=O, E should be proportional to s'Srsina. The E' parameter arises through the W propagating tree diagram with WL -WR mixing so that it is proportional to Srsina. Thus, rsina and s' are determined from E and E'. Thus, all parameters in the model are fixed as functions of mt and M WR • Now, the KL -Ks mass difference gives the constraint on MWR : The right-handed contribution is mainly from the WL and WR propagating box diagram and it is proportional to s'. The parameters p and s' which are expressed by Xd and E' /E are substituted into this term. By requiring that this contribution is smaller than the charm quark contribution in the standard model, the constraint on MWR is derived. This constraint is shown in Fig. 2 . The details of the analysis are given in our previous paper.
The allowed domain is shown by the area surrounded by lines when /Bj BB is varied from 100 MeV to 180 MeV. The case with sign (c' KK') = -1 gives the lowest mass bound of WRo The bound for sign( c' KK') = 1 is about 200 GeV higher than the lowest one. We varied /Bj BB from 100 MeV to 180 MeV. Below, we shall concentrate on the case with sign (c' /C/C')=1. Then, at a certain mass of WR, Mfl and ReMll cancel each other. Then, MI2 becomes pure imaginary and its absolute value is about an order smaller than M/zL as we have seen before. This means that Xs ~ (xs)std/10 and the CP violation in Bs -Bs mixing is largest. The MWR dependence of Xs for various mt is shown in Fig. 3 . As for n2, the contribution from the right-handed interaction is small. The reason is as follows: The contribution from the WR propagating box diagram is suppressed due to Au RR and A/R ~ O(r). 
Thus, even in this extreme case, the inequality IMI21~ln21 still holds. We now come to the CP asymmetry ANL in the nonleptonic Bs decay into a CP eigenstate with a positive CP eigenvalue. First, we note that Pf is almost real and P/~' -1. This is because the CP violation in our model is proportional to the small quantity rsina. Thus, the CP violation comes from the Bs-Bs mixing. In order to estimate the CP asymmetry for the B meson decay to the CP eigenstates, the formula in Eq. (11) may not be used because Xs can become very small as seen in Fig. 3 and IMI21 ~ IIi21 may happen. Therefore, the more accurate one is needed. We use the formula with y=ilrj2r. The mixing parameter q/p is defined by q/P=Q/(MI2-iIiz/2), where Q=/(MI2-iIi2/2)(MI~-iIiV2). The phase of Q is chosen so that ilm= 2ReQ >0. The asymmetry ANL is a function of mt and MWR since rsina is determined from €'. The behavior of ANL as a function of MWR is shown in Fig. 4 Full lines for each mt express the maximal expected asymmetry corresponding to the allowed region of M WR . We observe a sharp peak which corresponds to the cancellation between MEt and ReM0.
R and thus to the minimum value of Xs. Around the peak, the asymmetry of nearly 20% appears. Note that we neglected the small insignificant term proportional to rcosa and also the small real term from the (t, c) contribution in Eq. The parts shown by full lines represent the allowed WR mass areas. The destructive interference between Ml,Land ReMllleads to small Xs and the large CP asymmetry. We discussed the possibility of large CP violation in Bs decays in the framework of 5U(2)L X 5U(2)R X V(l) theory. Since M12 from the standard left-handed interaction is almost real in our convention, large CP violation must be originated from the right-handed interaction. Therefore, M12 from the right-handed interaction should at least be as large as that from the left-handed interaction. In order to achieve this, W R should be relatively light and the right-handed KM matrix UR should have the form in Eq. (9).6) Langacker and Sankar 7 ) and Nishiura, Takasugi and Tanaka 3 ) discussed this type of UR and found that a light WR is allowed. R contribute destructively: Then, at a certain mass of WR, they cancel each other andM12 becomes pure imaginary.
We showed in this situation that IM121 is still much larger than n2. Since the CP violation is very small for both the left-and right-handed interactions, the decay amplitude is almost real. Thus, the origin of CP asymmetries is mainly in the Bs-13s mixing. The dependences of Xs, ANL and ASL on MWR are shown in Figs.
3~5.
As we have discussed above, a certain type of model of spontaneous CP violation which allows relatively lightWR will naturally predict large CP asymmetries for both the nanleptonic and the semileptonic.Bs decays. These asymmetries are independent of the type of decays. Most promising decay modes would be Bs~Ds*15s*, Ds15s and ¢¢. Thus, the Bs decays would be very interesting to explore experimentally.
Finally, we shall comment on the production of WR. Since (UR)Ud is large, WR can be produced in the pp collision. The produced WR + subsequently decays into e+vR, ts, eb and ud. Production cross section times branching ratio for pp~ WR± ~ e± VR( v R) at Tevatron energies is estimated by Langacker and Sankar 
